Abstract. We answer a question posed by K. Astala and P. Koskela 
recently showed that the higher integrability (1) (2) and (4) hold.
Still another result of Astala and Koskela [AK] states that if 0D is sufficiently smooth, say D satisfies a quasihyperbolic boundary condition [GM] , then (2) implies (1) The projections P; (respectively P!) consist of upper and lower chambers U; and .t; (respectively t/j and -Dl). Moreover, P; and P! are attached to Ds in arr identical way so that DonP;: D0 nPi. tt" location patterns of these attachments will be defined below.
The mapping / will be the identity on Ds and map each [l (respectively .L; ) onto [/j (respectively .61) . O" each .L;, / will be a similarity mapping with a streching factor si that increases to infinity as i approaches infinity. This will allow us to deduce (a). In order to make / Ks-quasiconformal rve use the regions U; as decompression chambers so that as one travels from -L; to Do through U; the streching factor gradually reduces from s; to 1. Figure 1) .
If follows easily from Theorem 10.3 in [GV] that D' is quasiconformally equivalent to the unit ball of .R3, and, consequently, the same holds for D. We next show that (4) is satisfied as long as ry' is defined judiciously.
Let p ) 3. Since l"f'l : r;9-r on Li and L; is a cylinder with dimensions ,; x ,!-9, we have (9) and (10) it follows that it is possible to choose r/ so that (4) is satisfied and both D and D' are bounded. For example, take (11) ,bQ) *zi'B lin. 
where the constant Cr is independent of r. Thus it suffices to consider the Minkowski content of U; U; 1Gt;. We estimate this content in two parts. A simple calculation which makes use of (5) and (6) 
Proof of Theorem B
Again, we only consider the case n:3. We modify the construction used to prove Theorem C as follows. Replace rF with rlog(1/r), r7 with r(log(1/r))'z and r1-P with 1/ log(1/r). Instead of taking the r;'s to be positive integer powers of |, the r;'s will now be of the form 2-2', and we denote the number of r;'s equalto 2-2' by {U). Construct D, D,and / asabovewiththesereplacements. It is left to the reader to check that the mapping / satisfies all the remaining requiments.
